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How skilled and ready are YOU to manage any upcoming  
redundancy situations?

 
Name:

Date: 

Complete this short skills audit to assess how aware, experienced and skilled YOU are to handle any future 
redundancy processes in your organisation. By identifying any potential gaps in knowledge of skill now,  
you can take action to minimise the legal risks and upskill yourself.

Rate yourself on a scale of 1 -5 using following definitions for each question:

Understand the legal framework in the UK which governs redundancy policies and processes.

Can competently explain the key stages of a redundancy process.

Am knowledgeable and skilled in handling the redundancy process for unique roles and those requiring  
selection pools.

Am clear on the roles and responsibilities or all parties (HR, Manager, Union/Colleague Reps and Employee) 
involved in a redundancy process.

Know what is and is not acceptable for discussion in the formal consultation meetings.

Value the importance of impartial judgement and accurate, complete documentation.

Demonstrate the required levels of both compassion and courage to manage communications in emotional 
and challenging situations.

Am skilled in handling the motivation and productivity issues associated with a redundancy transition period.

Can accurately identify and individual team member’s unique needs and signpost to the right support.

Am skilled at building a high performing team, based on trust and open communication.

Know how to lead a team through a challenging change.

Recognise my own strengths and limitations and know when to ask for help.

Do not have previous knowledge, cannot demonstrate skill or experience in this area as a Manager. 

Can demonstrate knowledge to a basic level, though lack practical skill and experience. 

Have shown an essential level of awareness with some limited skills and experience, or a distant  
experience of this as a Manager. 

Have demonstrated a good level of knowledge and/or recent practical skills and experience as a Manager. 
Confident in your own ability.

Have demonstrated significant knowledge, skill and previous experience as a Manager in this area. Can 
additionally support and develop others.
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Redundancy Skills: Manager Skills Audit. 



Interpreting your scores from the Skills Audit
 
Add up the scores from all the boxes and read the conclusions and recommendations  
below based on the total score:

Score: 1 - 20
You have no or little awareness of the basics  
surrounding redundancy. No experience of  
this as a Manager. Pose a high risk to the  
organisation.

Score: 21 - 39
You have an awareness of basic elements but 
may be inexperienced, out of practice, or lack 
confidence. Pose a medium risk to the  
organisation.

Where can you access further support to upskill yourself?
 
ACAS www.acas.org.uk  Offer guidance and information for businesses.

CIPD www.cipd.co.uk  Offer up to date factsheets and information on their knowledge hub. 

Company Lawyers: Can provide expert advice on specific situations and scenarios. May offer training for Line 
Managers (need to ask your HR/legal department).

Training & HR Consultancy companies: HR consultancies will offer advice/ support on process for  
redundancies to HR depts and may offer training. Training companies will offer training for Line Managers,  
but may not have the legal/HR background or technical knowledge required for Redundancy training.  
Usually accessed via your HR dept.

Score: 40 - 51
You have a solid level of knowledge and skills 
required to handle a redundancy situation.  
May require support for complex situations only.  
Pose a low/medium risk to the organisation. 

Score: 52 - 60
You are experienced, skilled and competent to 
handle the redundancy situation, including  
complex scenarios. You are a valuable asset  
and support to others in the process. Pose a  
low risk to the organisation.

RECOMMENDATION: 
Have you considered training to  
be a Mentor or Buddy to other,  
less experienced managers?

RECOMMENDATION: 
May benefit from some additional  
guidance or mentoring for any  
complex situations.

RECOMMENDATION: 
Refresher training to update your  
knowledge and skills is strongly 
advised.

RECOMMENDATION: 
Formal training required to raise  
awareness of legal essentials and  
understand your role as the Line  
Manager in a redundancy process.

Redundancy Skills: Manager Skills Audit. 

Disclaimer:

This skills audit is intended as a tool to identify skill gaps and to offer some recommended actions for the reader. It does not constitute legal advice or offer any 

legal guarantees to the reader as a result of actions taken. Aspire HR Ltd recommends that legal advice should be sought for your specific situation.



VIRTUAL LIVE TRAINING SESSIONS (OPEN PROGRAMME)

A series of 4 facilitated, interactive training sessions for Line Managers on the topic 

of Redundancy to build awareness, skills and give an opportunity to ask questions.

•   Session 1: The role of the Line Manager in this process 

•   Session 2: Handling the consultation meetings (and emotions)

•   Session 3: Managing the transition

•   Session 4: Rebuilding, with the survivors

You might want to ask your HR dept about running this programme ‘in-company’ or 

you can register  your interest in the open programme direct with Aspire HR Ltd.

MENTORING

Available for Line Managers, or HR specialists to give support, advice and guidance 

through this situation and process. 

•   6 X 1 hour sessions, delivered virtually at a time to suit you 

What does Aspire HR Ltd provide which is unique?
 
As a trainer with an HR practitioner background, the Director is focused on building the HR 

skills capability within organisations by developing Line Manager skills and those in the HR 

department, where needed.  She possesses the HR Technical knowledge, the skills to train  

a complex subject and the experience as a Manager and HR Leader, to know  

exactly what is needed. 

The following support on upskilling for redundancy is available:

“THE FIRST STEP TOWARD 
CHANGE IS AWARENESS.  
THE SECOND STEP IS  
ACCEPTANCE.” Nathaniel Branden
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